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Abstract: The key criteria of the short-term hydrothermal scheduling (StHS) problem is to minimize
the gross fuel cost for electricity production by scheduling the hydrothermal power generators
considering the constraints related to power balance; the gross release of water, and storage limitations
of the reservoir, and the operating limitations of the thermal generators and hydropower plants. For
addressing the same problem, numerous algorithms were being used, and related studies exist in
the literature; however, they possess limitations concerning the solution state and the number of
iterations it takes to reach the solution state. Hence, this article proposes using an enhanced cuckoo
search algorithm (CSA) called the rigid cuckoo search algorithm (RCSA), a modified version of the
traditional CSA for solving the StHS problem. The proposed RCSA improves the solution state and
decreases the iteration numbers related to the CSA with a modified Lévy flight. Here, the movement
distances are divided into multiple possible steps, which has infinite diversity. The effectiveness
of RCSA has been validated by considering the hydrothermal power system. The observed results
reveal the superior performance of RCSA among all other compared algorithms that recently have
been used for the StHS problem. It is also observed that the RCSA approach has achieved minimum
gross costs than other techniques. Thus, the proposed RCSA proves to be a highly effective and
convenient approach for addressing the StHS problems

Keywords: rigid cuckoo search algorithm; hydropower plants; minimizing fuel cost; short-term
hydrothermal scheduling; Lévy flights

1. Introduction

The short-term hydrothermal scheduling (StHS) aims to minimize thermal units gross
fuel cost by optimally scheduling the thermal generators and hydropower units’ operation
for a given time. The support of numerous algorithms does the optimal scheduling,
and there exist many studies in the literature. Owing to the StHS objective function’s
nonlinear nature, Lagrange multipliers and gradient techniques must be employed. On
the other side, considering the linearized behavior produces non-optimal solutions that
appear in immense revenue generation losses, which was also done through scheduled
operations [1,2]. In the StHS, the electrical load sharing requests have been optimally
specified between thermal generators and hydropower units by appropriately planning
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the hydrothermal system’s operation, meeting the StHS key criteria, i.e., minimum fuel
cost [3].

As mentioned earlier, many studies used optimization techniques to address the StHS
problem. In ref. [3], a detailed summary of those studies along with a brief discussion on
various optimization techniques and algorithms can be found. Apart from those, there
exist few recent studies on the StHS problem that used a genetic algorithm (GA) [4],
enhanced GA (EGA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and enhanced PSO (EPSO) [5],
classical evolutionary programming (CEP), fast evolutionary programming (FEP), and
improved FEP (IFEP) [6], grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) [7], adaptive particle
swarm optimization (APSO), modified APSO (MAPSO) [7], modified differential evolution
(MDE) [8], improved PSO (IPSO) [9], teaching learning-based optimization (TLBO) [10],
one rank cuckoo search algorithm (ORCSA) [11], running IFEP (RIFEP) [12], gradient
search techniques (GS) [13], simulated annealing approach (SA) [14], clonal selection
roy (CSR) [15], krill herd algorithm (KHA) [16], and sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) [17].

All the above-suggested algorithms have contributed significantly in addressing the
StHS problem; however, they possess limitations concerning the solution state and the
number of iteration it takes to reach the solution state. Lately, the cuckoo search algorithm
(CSA) has been proposed for economic dispatch problems; however, Yang and Deb, in
2009, used the CSA for the first time to solve optimization problems [18]. CSA is one of
the metaheuristic algorithms supporting several rule parameters. It mimics the parasitism
of several cuckoo kinds by depositing their eggs in the host bird nests for other kinds.
Upon seeing the advantage of CSA in solving the optimization problem-solving ability, it
was later used to solve non-convex and economic dispatch problems [19]. More recently,
the CSA was even used for addressing the StHS problem; see in ref [20] for details. The
results of ref. [20], suggested that CSA is a practical approach with improved performance,
which is better than all other cases containing high-rate nonlinearity like valve point loads.
However, the traditional CSA algorithm suffers from a limitation of step-length variation,
which is crucial in attaining the solution. Hence, this article proposes using an enhanced
CSA called rigid cuckoo search algorithm (RCSA), a modified version of the traditional
CSA for solving the StHS problem.

In the proposed RCSA technique, we consider a modified Lévy flight in which the
step-lengths have been classified based on its new specific possibility configuration, which
produces unlimited variation. The sequential jumps or steps of a cuckoo necessarily create
a stochastic step method that adopts a power law for step length configuration resulting
in large final step-sizes. Hence, it is wise to make a stochastic step in a biased process
with many stochastic step sizes. As a result, RCSA for the StHS optimization problems
enhances the optimization convergence accuracy and rate. Additionally, the effectiveness
of RCSA has been examined and validated on complicated optimization problems of
hydrothermal scheduling.

The article is structured in three sections, where Section 2 provided the detailed
mathematical modeling of the hydrothermal power system and the RCSA implementation.
In Section 3, the results are discussed and compared with other algorithms. Finally, the
concluding remarks were provided in Section 4.

2. Methods
2.1. Mathematical Model of the Hydrothermal System

This section provides a mathematical model of the hydrothermal power system that
we used for optimization. Between the two generators (hydro and thermal), the input
fuel cost is negligible in hydropower generating units due to water availability as a free
source. However, it is different from thermal power generators; hence, our main aim was
to minimize the gross input fuel cost of thermal power generating units while producing
the energy by using hydro resources significantly. Considering the above condition, we
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selected the objective function that is shown in Equation (1). Additionally, the considered
constraints for solving the StHS problem are provided in Equations (2) to (9) [21–23].

Objective function:

min F =
J

∑
j=1

fi
(

PTj
)

(1)

Constraints:
The constraint related to the balance of power generation–load is given by:

PTj +
I

∑
i=1

PH(i,j) = Pdj + Ploss j (2)

The hydropower generation (PH(i,j)) is a rate function of water release and is given by:

PH(i,j) = φ(q) (3)

The water volume stored in the reservoir can be given by:

Xi(j+1) = Xij − qi(j+1) − si(j+1) + ri(j+1) (4)

Operational periods of thermal power generators have been restrained according to
their capacities are given by:

PT,min ≤ PT ≤ PT,max (5)

Operational periods of hydropower generators have been restrained according to their
capacities are given by:

PH,min ≤ PH ≤ PH,max (6)

The constraints related to water release rate limitations are represented by:

qi,min ≤ qi,j ≤ qi,max (7)

The constraints related to initial and final reservoir water volume are given by

X0
i = Xi(0), X0

j = Xj(0) (8)

The constraints related to reservoir limitations of water storage are given by

Xi,min ≤ Xi,j ≤ Xi,max (9)

2.2. Cuckoo Search Algorithm and Lévy Flights

The CSA is a metaheuristic search algorithm developed by Yang and Deb [18]. Com-
pared to other algorithms, the CSA is a unique technique based on a heuristic evolutionary
algorithm’s population to solve optimization problems like the StHS problem with easy
execution and few adjustable parameters. The CSA algorithm rule is related to the compul-
sory brood parasitic performance and Lévy flight performance of several birds and fruit
flies. Below are three essential concepts that are helpful throughout the rule exploration.

• Concept 1. Individually all cuckoos produce one single egg at a time that regards a
proposed solution and randomly throws its egg up into the wanted nest among the
set number of possible host nests.

• Concept 2. The egg of high quality thrown up in the best nests regards a better solution
transferred to the subsequent generation.

• Concept 3. The possible number of host nests is constant, and the probability that
the host bird can find a nest is indicated by the probability constant, Pa, with range
[0,1]. Hence, it may either discard the egg or leave this nest and then build a new nest
entirely in a different place.
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Based on the above-listed principles in the order of steps, cuckoos naturally explore
food options in a random or semi-random way. A cuckoo forgoing route is adequately
an unexpected step due to the subsequent progress based on both the present position
and the passage possibility to the next position. These unexpected steps can be modeled
mathematically, and in the literature, it was explained that the flight performance could
illustrate the ideal aspects by the Lévy flights concept [24]. A Lévy flight is a random
step in which every step’s length is classified based on a heavy-tailed possibility config-
uration. Afterward, the length from the start point of the random steps leads to a steady
configuration in some steps.

2.3. Rigid Cuckoo Search Algorithm

According to the three rules mentioned previously in Section 2.2, for finding the
generation of new solutions, i.e., Si(t + 1) for the ith cuckoo, the Lévy flight shown in
Equation (10) is achieved.

Si(t + 1) = Si(t) + α⊕ Le′vy(λ) (10)

where α must be more than zero 0 (for all of the step size), according to the range of the
interest problem.

The product ⊕ indicates elementwise multiplication. This study considers Lévy flight
in which the step-lengths have been distributed due to the subsequent possibility allocation,
which has an unlimited variation, see in Equation (11)

Le′vy u = t−λ, 0.999 < λ ≤ 3.079 (11)

Here, the steps made by any single cuckoos are typically represented in a stochastic
manner that follows a power-law of allocation for the step-length with a thick tailpiece.
It is worth noting that, if egg cuckoos were quite similar to the host eggs, then these
egg cuckoos’ have few possibilities, which can be identified. Therefore, the fitness must
relate to the variance solutions. Hence, the RCSA does entire stochastic steps in a biased
approach with several unplanned step dimensions for obtaining the solutions. There are
three parameters Pa, λ, and α, which are included in the CSA to support this technique to
obtain universally and regionally enhanced solutions. The parameters Pa and α are quite
significant in fine-tuning vectors of the solution and can be employed to set the algorithm
convergence rate. The conventional CSA algorithm uses established values for both Pa
and α, defined in the initialization stage and cannot be replaced later. Additionally, the
iterations number to obtain an optimal solution is another disadvantage of conventional
CSA. If there were the low-value of Pa and the high-value of α, this technique’s execution
would be weak and manages to a significant and result in the iterations number increment.
Moreover, if there were the high-value of Pa and the low-value of α, the convergence speed
would be immense, but it probably cannot obtain the best solutions. Hence, we used the
RCSA approach to solve the StHS problem; the flow chart presented in Figure 1 illustrated
solving methodology.
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Figure 1. Flow chart showing the steps used in the rigid cuckoo search algorithm (RCSA) approach for solving the short-term
hydrothermal scheduling (StHS) problem.

The essential disparity between the improved CSA (i.e., RCSA) and CSA is modifying
Pa and α. To enhance the CSA technique’s achievement and minimize the disadvantages
that lie on established values of Pa and α, the improved CSA technique employs variable
values for Pa and α. Hence, in the new steps, the values of Pa and α obligate to be large
and execute the technique to improve the solution vectors. Nevertheless, these values must
be reduced in definitive productions to succeed in a more regular fine-tuning of solution
vectors. The values of Pa and α are physically replaced with the production number, see in
Equations (12)–(14)

Pa(IT) = Pa,max −
Pa,max − Pa,min

Ic
× IT (12)

α(IT) = αmax.e(c.IT) (13)

c =
Ln
(

αmax
αmin

)
Ic

(14)

However, it becomes difficult to find the new solutions with the restrained optimiza-
tion problem. Hence, there is a need for converting the restrained optimization problem to
unrestrained and is as follows:
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The optimization problem is expressed as follows in Equation (15)

Min fi
(

PTj
)
, s.t. : Rj ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, . . . , NP (15)

So, in such cases, the impossible solution must be adjusted to be possible solutions,
which prevents the severity of restrictions. For this matter, a discipline function has been
used to change the restrained optimization problem in Equation (16) to the unrestrained
one in Equation (17)

Max F∗ = fi
(

PTj
)
− λ

NP

∑
i=1

min
(
0, Rj

)
(16)

Based on the discipline coefficient, the maximization problem of Max F∗ is made
equal to Min F∗. It is represented as follows, see in Equation (17).

Min F∗ = − fi
(

PTj
)
+ λ

NP

∑
i=1

min
(
0, Rj

)
(17)

2.4. Implementation of RCSA on a Hydrothermal System

Step-1. In the StHS problem, the influential variables such as the release rate of water
for the whole plants for several hours and thermal unit production for the entire
period are chosen irregularly within the operating limitations. The storage capacity
of every reservoir has been estimated using Equation (4), the generation of hydro
plants has been calculated using Equation (3). Subsequently, the thermal power
generation has been computed by applying Equation (2). The population of the
host nest (NE) has been explained as:

Y =
[
Y1, Y2, . . . , YNE

]L

where every nest Yi is expressed as:

Y =


qi

1,1 · · · qi
1,j · · · qi

1,Nh Pi
T1,1

· · · Pi
T1,j

· · · Pi
T1,Nh

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
qi

k,1 · · · qi
k,j · · · qi

k,Nh Pi
Tk,1

· · · Pi
Tk,j

· · · Pi
T1,Nh

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
qi

Nh,1 · · · qi
Nh,j · · · qi

Nh,nh Pi
TNh,1

· · · Pi
TNh,j

· · · Pi
TNh,nh

 (18)

Step-2. Set the production number.
Step-3. Compute the objective function using Equation (17). With the equation of restraints,

many restrictions irregularly have been limited. Then, enhanced fuel cost has been
calculated as Equation (19).

F∗∗ = F∗ +
NC

∑
k=1

(
λk ×Vio2

k

)
(19)

Step-4. The modern solution has been created by using Levy flights. The new solution’s
computation has been built in the preceding best nest by using Levy flights. For
this technique, the optimal way for levy flights has been computed by Yang XS’s
contribution, Deb S [18]. The new solution has been presented in Equation (20)

Yi,new = Yi,best + (α× rand2 × ∆Yi,new) (20)
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where α > 0 is the updated step size, rand2 is a typical number of allocated stochastic
and ∆Yi,new has been computed, see Equations (21) and (22):

∆Yi,new = ε× ρ1(ψ)

ρ2(ψ)
× (Yi,best − Gbest) (21)

ε =
randA

|randB|
1
ψ

(22)

where randA and randB are a couple of commonly allocated stochastic variables
with a standard deviation ρ1(ψ) and ρ2(ψ) that has been determined by
Equations (23) and (24), respectively.

ρ1(ψ) =

 Φ(1 + ψ)× sin
(

πψ
2

)
Φ
(

1+ψ
2

)
× ψ× 2(

ψ−1
2 )


1
ψ

(23)

ρ2(ψ) = 1 (24)

where ψ is between the range from 0.29 to 2.01 and the obtained new solution
must satisfy all associated constraints for both of ψ and Φ as well.

Step-5. The effect of the detection of an alien egg in a nest of a host bird with Pa’s possibility
produces a new solution for the problem comparable with the Levy flights. The
new solution has been computed as following Equations (25)–(27):

∆Yi, dis = Yi,best + (k× ∆Yi, dis) (25)

where k was the modernized coefficient defined built in the possibility of a host
bird to find out an alien egg in its nest:

k =

{
1 i f rand3 > Pa
0 otherwise

(26)

The increment value of ∆Yi, dis has been defined by

∆Yi, dis = rand3 ×
[
randp1(Yd, best)− randp2(Yd, best)

]
(27)

where rand3 is the allocated random number within [0,1], randp1(Yd, best) and
randp2(Yd, best) are the random disorder for locations of nests in (Yd, best). Once
more, for the recently produced solution, its lower and upper limits should please
the unit’s limitation. The best value has been modernized for every nest (Yd, best)
and the nest identical to the best fitness function has been defined by Gbest.

Step-6. The technique ends if modern production gives the maximum production number.

3. Results and Discussion

This section provides the results of an RCSA application in addressing the StHS
problem; hence, a test system of hydrothermal power generating units was considered and
is based on the refs [7,10]. It involves a complex of four hydro plants and some thermal
units regarded as a single equivalent thermal plant. To understand the RCSA technique’s
feasibility for a more extensive hydrothermal power system, it has been applied on a
second test system that involved a cascade of three thermal units and four hydro plants.
The real data of this system was collected based on refs [10,25]. The schedule period of 24 h,
and every interval equal to 1 h time, has been considered. The simulation was carried out
using MATLAB 9.8, and the computer used is a core i7-8th Gen processor with 2.00 GHz
and 8.00 GB RAM.
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3.1. Parameter Selection

In the RCSA, there were just five parameters that can be harmonized, involving three
major items from the authentic CSA and a couple of other adjustments. Firstly, a couple
of parameters that involved the three major items, which influence every recent solution
produced from the exploration and exploitation are considered. These aspects are the
nests’ number (NE) and the possibility of an alien egg to be found out, Pa. In contrast, the
number of maximum iterations should have undeviatingly an effect on the optimal solution.
Secondly, a couple of other parameters that influence joining the exploration aspect and
exploitation aspects are considered. These should be satisfied with the upper and lower
limitations and can be adjusted via the Lévy flights power. The obliged with the best
solution provides the RCSA technique to enhance its performance and convergence speed.
On the other side, the three major parameters from the authentic CSA technique, a couple
of others in the justification, were effortless to be selected because they had been clarified by
the previously limit equations. After several number of runs with various values of RCSA
control parameter, the key control parameter chosen are population (Np) = 100, maximum
iteration = 500 and value of probability (Pa) = 0.7.

3.2. Obtained Results

The proposed RCSA was executed more than ten confident times within limit range
values of Pa from 0.1 up to 0.9, and a specific version of RCSA was achieved more than
100 confident times. In contrast, the nests’ number and maximum iterations number are
previously groups to particular values of 10 and 300, respectively. The results contain
minimal total cost, average gross cost, maximum gross cost, average calculation time, and
standard deviation collected by RCSA, respectively illustrated in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Brief result from proposed RCSA with various values of Pa.

Pa Min Cost ($) Avg. Cost ($) Max Cost ($) Std. dev. ($) CPU (s)

0.1 709,932.115 709,995.586 710,655.745 327.189 17.9
0.2 709,922.44 710,768.874 711,384.563 599.382 17.9
0.3 709,911.445 709,994.412 710,989.321 489.733 17.8
0.4 709,866.727 709,745.236 709,999.741 103.937 18.1
0.5 709,886.651 709,887.698 709,988.258 47.653 18.6
0.6 709,862.129 709,899.987 709,991.951 54.512 18.5
0.7 709,862.027 709,878.852 709,996.159 59.661 18.2
0.8 709,901.478 709,910.357 710,920.357 478.225 18.3
0.9 709,902.685 709,901.753 710,901.753 471.185 18.7

Table 2. The optimal solutions achieved by the proposed RCSA technique.

m PDm
Vm

(acre-ft)
qm

(acre-ft/hr)
Psm

(MW)
Phm

(MW)

1 1199 101,897 1832 892 300
2 1497 85,959 3328 892 600
3 1098 93,847 1340 892 200
4 1795 59,998 4817 892 900
5 948 70,428 1124 783 158
6 1289 59,998 2863 783 509

Based on the solutions present in Tables 1 and 2, the CSA obtained optimal solutions
at Pa from 0.1 up to 0.9, and RCSA obtained optimal solutions at Pa precisely equal to
0.7. Moreover, RCSA could get less maximum gross cost, less average gross cost, and less
standard deviation.

The specific optimum points of the solution involving water release and thermal power
production have been illustrated in Table 3. Thus, it is proved that the proposed RCSA
technique effectively attains the solution for the StHS problem with cascaded hydropower
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plants. The load demand and the thermal and hydropower plants’ power for every interval
of time throughout the scheduling horizon correlating to the best solution for test system 1 is
illustrated in Figure 2. For the same aspect, Figure 3 displays the reservoir storage volumes
of entire hydro plants and the cost convergence characteristic of the suggested technique.

Table 3. Optimal solution obtained by RCSA for test system 1.

Hours
Water Discharge (×104 m3)

Ps (MW)
Plant 1 Plant 2 Plant 3 Plant 4

1 9.4884 6.1377 26.3477 13.1009 1036.249
2 9.4025 6.3104 25.2088 13.1024 1066.243
3 9.197 6.256 24.504 13.1035 1049.837
4 8.8096 6.3038 23.8832 13.1003 996.409
5 8.5269 6.2552 22.7287 13.1009 975.264
6 8.3314 6.4278 21.9238 13.1007 1076.828
7 8.4101 6.821 206226 13.1005 1294.982
8 8.6081 7.2309 19.2428 13.1023 1623.787
9 8.8072 7.3387 18.5775 13.1077 1849.655

10 8.465 7.5783 17.8006 13.1163 1917.3778
11 8.3429 7.7186 17.0931 13 1816.169
12 8.4121 7.8032 16.9969 13.4302 1885.493
13 8.2444 7.8624 16.3144 14.6742 1786.317
14 8.1224 8.0001 15.439 15.9371 1737.617
15 7.9417 8.1501 14.3596 17.2956 1652.815
16 7.8102 8.5518 12.9066 18.4244 1580.968
17 7.8153 8.9344 11.4353 20.0065 1630.883
18 7.6626 9.3193 10.1008 21.4157 1639.432
19 7.672 9.9655 10.1316 23.0205 1739.29
20 7.5945 10.5252 10.1043 24.2843 1787.795
21 7.3908 11.1875 12.1618 25.0985 1761.32
22 7.586 12.2327 12.747 25.0636 1659.735
23 7.5513 13.1386 13.2403 25.0994 1411.135
24 7.4103 14.2533 13.6662 25.0972 1177.636
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3.3. Proposed System Validation

The obtained results of the proposed RCSA technique were compared with several
other techniques (see Table 4). To maintain the correctness of this comparison, studies
conducted for test system 1 were only considered. The gross cost obtained with RCSA was
relatively equal to that produced by ORCSA–Lévy flights and ORCSA–Cauchy, and less
than that produced by any other techniques. Nonetheless, the comparison results proved
that the proposed RCSA technique is faster and more accurate in attaining solutions for
StHS problems than the compared techniques.

Thus, the proposed technique is very efficient in making a solution for the StHS
problem with reservoir volume constraints. Min/max cost is considered per day in USD,
representing the best/worst fuel cost. The best/worst values are arranged by sorting from
a more significant value to smallest depending on the minimum (best value) of fuel cost.
Moreover, Table 4 represents the property of cost convergence for this suggested version
of RCSA. The convergence comparison is shown that the RCSA technique was a more
suitable optimal solution and more rapid than others.

In Table 5, the proposed RCSA technique’s comparative results with other techniques
for test system 2 were provided. Based on the results, it is understood that a decrease in
cost is observed with RCSA. Complete results, involved to hourly water release, thermal
and hydro generation, of the best solution achieved by the suggested RCSA please whole
types of constraints of StHS problem while decreasing the gross fuel cost-efficiently.
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Table 4. Comparison of the results achieved by the suggested RCSA technique with others for test
system 1.

Techniques Min Cost ($) Average Cost ($) Max Cost ($) CPU Time (s)

GA [4] 942,600 946,609.1 951,087 1920
EGA [5] 934,727.00 936,058.00 937,339.00 —
FEP [6] 930,267.92 930,897.44 931,396.81 1911.2
CEP [6] 930,166.25 930,373.23 930,927.01 2292.1
IFEP [6] 930,129.82 930,290.13 930,881.92 1033.2
PSO [5] 928,878.00 933,085.00 938,012.00 —
CSA-Lévy [26] 927,934.23 927,980.45 928,000.66 79.08
CSA Cauchy [26] 927,967.66 927,981.49 927,992.53 81.30
CSA Gauss [26] 927,957.26 927,978.911 928,003.23 85.75
APSO [7] 926,151.54 — — —
EPSO [5] 922,904.00 923,527.00 924,808.00 —
MDE [8] 922,555.44 — — —
IPSO [9] 922,553.49 — — —
MAPSO [7] 922,421.66 922,544.00 923,508.00 —
TLBO [10] 922,373.39 922,462.24 922,873.81 —
CSA [20] 913,945.87 917,624.024 921,994.25 —
RIFEP [12] 709,862.05 — — —
GS [13] 709,877.38 — — —
SA [14] 709,874.36 — — 901
ORCSA–Lévy
flight [11] 709,862.048 — — 18

ORCSA–Cauchy
[11] 709,862.048 — — 18

Proposed RCSA 709,862.027 — — 17

Table 5. Comparison of the results achieved by the suggested RCSA technique with others for test
system 2.

Techniques Min Cost ($) Average Cost ($) Max Cost ($) CPU Time (s)

SA [27] 47,306 – – –
CEP [27] 45,466 – – –
CEP-IFS [25] 45,036.00 – – –
PSO [27] 44,740 – – –
DE [28] 44,526.1 – – 200
MDE [28] 42,611.14 – – 125
CSR [15] 42,440 – – 109
TLBO [10] 42,385.88 42,407.23 42,441.36 –
HDE [28] 42,337.3 – – 48
SQP [17] 42,120.02 – – 625.07
KHA [16] 41,926 – – –
MHDE [28] 41,856.5 – – 31
CSA [25] 41,046.897 – – 94.4
Proposed RCSA 41,013.09 41,401.5 41,789.9 17

Besides the above comparison made in Tables 4 and 5 for the test systems 1 and 2, we
provided a comparative discussion with recent works available in the literature. Firstly, it
is challenging to sketch them in a single unique figure because there are many output costs
with various X–Y axis points. Thus, we provided the most suitable algorithms that are in
comparison with the proposed one. H.M Dubey et al. [20] applied conventional CSA. It
was found that the cost convergence characteristic is $2.5 × 107, which is then starting to
reduce until it gets to $2.5 × 107. Additionally, the conventional CSA was employed in the
same system but with various parameters and different specialized system constraints and
fitness function (for example, the fixed-head). Here, the cost convergence characteristic
was restricted from $2 × 1011 to 0.1 × 1011 [27]. T.T Nguyen used the modified CSA and D.
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N Vo in ref [29]; it was observed that the fitness function’s cost convergence started from
$3.9 × 105 and got settled at $3.7 × 105.

Finally, Figure 4 describes the cost convergence characteristic for some contribution
that has the same range of our proposed algorithm and this was done mainly to see the
validation. Then again, T.T Nguyen has applied the same with one rank on CSA [11]; and
an adaptive selective approach on CSA [30].
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the RCSA technique was implemented to solve the StHS problems with
various complex constraints. The same was tested with four cascaded hydropower plants
and one thermal plant for the scheduled operation of 24 h with subintervals of 1 h. The
results proved that the proposed RCSA technique was more effective than the conventional
CSA for the StHS problem. Simulation results of the cascaded hydrothermal systems
have shown that the RCSA technique achieved a satisfactory optimal solution where the
computing time was lesser than other recent optimization techniques.
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Nomenclature

F Gross cost of production
Fi(PTj) Production cost for PTj
PTj Production of power for the thermal unit at period j
PH(i, j) Production of power for hydro unit i at period j
Pdj System load demand at period j
qij Water release rate of hydro unit i at period j
rij Stream rate into the storage reservoir of the hydro plant at a period
sij Spillage of the reservoir at a period
Xij Storage volume of hydro plant i at period j
Xi

0 Initial reservoir storage of hydro plant
i Number of units
nh, np Maximum number of unit hydro/thermal
j Number of scheduling intervals
NH, NP Maximum number of scheduling periods of hydro/thermal
NC Total number of constraints
Rj Resource constraint
IT Total iteration numbers
IC Current iterations
λk Penalty value for kth

Viok Violation amount of kth constraint
ψ Distribution factor
Φ Gamma distribution function
m Time period
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